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This game had potential, sadly noone is playing it online. A game that was released on 5 Dec, 2014 without dedicated servers. -
That is quite disappointing.. Very bad game with bad acceleration and unexpected high graphic requirements.Also the music
was just terrible. 2\/10. This is a puzzle/hidden object/adventure game. It's cute and fun to play.. Horrid
cluster\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 of bad design styles topped by the worst use of typography ever seen.
User interface is a myth.. Very fun game to play with the VR mechanics. game gud but needs more shiot. I expected a mobile
game with little no depth. The opening menu and options are very mobile like, but don't let that full you. This game is pretty
great. It plops you on a large map with non-linear objectives. If you like mindless shooting, this game will be great for you..
Calcu-late, a legends among games, is to be considered the best MMORPG of all time.
With it's claims about having the best interaction system in the history of all games, including Real Life™, it sure does it good.
With the sweat release of death and of its new expantion it blew the minds of thousands of customers and you are bound to have
a Good Time™.

Story In The Night Garden/5 Minutes More
The story of this 2.5D platformer is one the not many others take in this genre as the main character is really a ghost of a dog
and is trying to solve the myster of his death by solving others.

Art Hi5/Wiggles
The art style is beatiful with it's revolutionary 4D graphics and will also blow your mind again.

|Music TooSoon/911
The music is honestly that bad that it is good, introducing brand new bands like band 5 and band 6 mathematics.

Characters 0/1
The characters are that of other people and should be hated as no one is allowed to have an opinion on the internet

Conclusion Hate/10
Would not play this game ever just stop please... OH GOD.... I beat the full game in one hour but then again I'm really good at
racing games. The game is basically the spiritual successor to Rock N Roll Racing from the SNES.

TIP: Use the truck only; the buggy is unusable.

Nitro and landmines are the best items in the game.
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Good thinking man's game, similar to chess in many ways, but much more complex.. What I've expected:
- a cute little adventure game with hidden objects elements
- mini games and solving puzzles
- nice music
- cute art style
- a lot of clicking

Well, I got what I've been expecting...
.
.
.
.
.
...until it got meta!. Edit- The game works fine now and it is much better than the free version on the internet, its weirdly
addicting..unless you used to work retail then it will probably bring back bad memories of being on the tills, I have left my old
review just in case people want to see what was fixed.

OLD REVIEW-
--I want to recommend this game but in its current state the bugs are too game breaking, on day 3 iv had items just refusing to
go in the bag and forcing me to restart, this happened to me twice, and then the coupon refusing to go into the register after I
scanned it, If and when these get fixed I will update my review.--. Sadly, I cannot recommend this purchase or of CC2 due to
the requirements of having always online drm, As I dont have internet most of the time, I can hardly play, the inclusion of this is
a genuine disappointment as I absolutely loved CC as a kid, and can only hope some time soon the inclusion of the ability to
play offline is implemented, if or until then, I cannot recommend this product.

EDIT: For another kick to the balls theyve announced another game they are working on, And still no offline for this one.. This
game is okay. I wanted to love it, but it is middle of the road. I grew up playing the type of games that this is trying to emulate,
and this doesn't quite hit the mark. The controls (specifically jumping, especially double-jumping later on) aren't quite right, and
when you air-jump you freeze for a couple frames, then jump. There are power-ups that can put you in a situation where
damage is unavoidable (like picking up daggers, which has spreadshot but significantly reduced rate of fire, then immediatly
having an enemy running at you in a coridor with hazards behind you and not being able to shoot fast enough to keep him off of
you.

Most of the difficulty in this game stems from spamming you with enemies, which feels quite cheap and is not really true to the
games that inspired it, because they had sprite limitations to deal with. This has far more forgiving platforming, but the barrage
of enemies very annoying. There are lots of little mechanical niggles that belie the retro aesthetic. Like I said, the jumping is a
little off, the enemy behavior is not quite right, the bosses seem run on subroutines rather than being pattern based, etc. The
difficulty is not consistant, either.

All in all, if you want an old-school-style platformer, and you already beat all the classics, I would recommend you play Shovel
Knight. If you are a hardcore Ghosts 'n Goblins fan, and already played all of the various permutations of it, from the arcade up
to the PSP, and still want more, then this may be the game for you. Otherwise I can't recommend it.. Its a very casual. This is a
really good Bullet Hell\/Shoot 'em Up. Getting achievements can be tricky at times.. \u201cPain is inevitable. Suffering is
optional.\u201d

man did i suffer.....

. Oh dang, shameless russian cashgrab. There is so much i dont like about this "game". The 3rd person top down idea is a nice
style which has been tried and tested, but this game fell short. The map felt zoomed in at all times, you could not control the
fixed angle or extend the distance. The lighting was horrid, i understand the game is called "Darkness Assault" so pun, but bad
design is a thing regardless. The options menu is horribly lacking when it comes to flexability. The game is playable with certain
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DLC packs, but vanilla it is a terrible "survivor horror" cliche, with the Guns DLC it is a bad "3rd person action" cliche.

The game itself has a whopping 5 acts, with no big final battle, the story is confusing and feeds you nothing unless you open
menus and read scraps of paper. Starts out a zombie clone game, became a cop killing game about locating professors. IMO, the
only thing this game has going for it, is the rather small achievement pool and badge progression. It isnt the worst looking game
out there, but the controlls are so terrible. So terrible. Straifing is a chore and combat is....well you can shoot. No melee, stamina
and batteries.

It can be 100% completed within 3 hours.
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